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Who has not dreamed of being a princess riding through the fields astride a horse? 
With a bit of imagination and some do-it-yourself, dreams can come true…  
and a princess might even meet a cowboy in the forest.

A magnificent book for getting back to joyful discovery in nature.

By Annick Masson

The Princess
and the Cowboy

Co-print opportunity : 

Text: 14/06/2013

Ex-works: 31/08/2013 Second printrun: 

Text: 14/06/2013

Ex-works: 31/08/2013

Once upon a time there was a
mother who had to buy some
vegetables. She instructed her
three children to open the door
to no one! When she comes back,
she realizes she has unluckily 
forgotten her key...

The famous tale of The Wolf 
and the Seven Little Kids, 

retold with humor.

The Key

A little kitty would like to be part
of the street cat gang. But they
tell him that he is still “too small,
too itsy bitsy”. Small yes, but cle-
ver enough to secretly follow on
their heels and… come to their
aide.

An incredible funny story, that
goes to prove,once again,that we
sometimes need someone smal-
ler than us.

Illustrated by Annick Masson
Text by Isabelle Flas

Illustrated by Grégoire Mabire
Text by Catherine Metzmeyer

Co-print opportunity : 

Text: 14/06/2013

Ex-works: 31/08/2013

The Street
Cat Gang



Suzette made a pretty present for Mummy but a gust of wind
breaks her gift into a thousand pieces.While she is looking for
another idea of a present with the help of her friends, Suzette
understands that the most beautiful present is to create some-
thing with all your might and heart.

By Quentin Gréban

Co-print opportunity : 

Text: 15/11/2013

Ex-works: 17/01/2014

Fourth printrun:

Text: 15/11/2013

Ex-works: 17/01/2014

A present
for Mummy

By Quentin Gréban

Suzette,the ladybug,has lost her way and is trying to find her mommy.
She has an idea, she shows all the animals she meets – a colony of
ants,a bumblebee,a dragonfly,a frog and even an otter –  a lovely pic-
ture she drew of her mommy.

By Quentin Gréban

Second printrun:

Text: 14/06/2013

Ex-works: 31/08/2013

Second printrun:

Text: 14/06/2013

Ex-works: 31/08/2013

Born from a piece of wood gifted
with speech, Pinocchio loves his
father,old Geppetto! How he aspires
not to disappoint him and be a
good boy! He is torn between his
good resolutions and the uncontrol-
lable urge to have fun. Pinocchio
will have many misadventures...

Pinocchio

To have a pet at home is probably
every child’s dream. Things how-
ever become a little coarsed
when the pet happens to be a
mammoth… However thanks to
this little treaty of “savoir-vivre”
the mammoth can be a very nice
companion...

How To Raise
your(pet)

Mammoth

Illustrated by Quentin Gréban
Text by Carlo Collodi



It’s time to sleep but Kiddie hears a noise. Could there be a
monster under the bed? No, it is a wolf, and a very nice one.
This wolf doesn’t eat baby goats… he just wants some yummy
cookies.And if a monster shows up,Kiddie’s wolf promises to
make him run away, just like that: Grrrr!

"Kiddie and The Wolf" tells a story that lets children not only
recognize and accept their fears but take ownership of them.

At night, Kakafania the witch goes hunting. Kids, hide yourselves!
What’s more, hide your dreams! For Kakafania is a dream thief. But
some children are not afraid of the witch… so, Kakafania, beware!

Illustrated by Claude K. Dubois
Text by Éric Englebert

Co-print opportunity : 

Text: 15/11/2013

Ex-works: 17/01/2014

Illustrated by Claude K. Dubois
Text by Béa-Deru Renard

Co-print opportunity : 

Text: 14/06/2013

Ex-works: 31/08/2013

Kiddie and the Wolf

Kakafania
The Dream Thief

Co-print opportunity : 

Text: 14/06/2013

Ex-works: 31/08/2013

Illustrated by Emma de Woot
Text by Béa Deru-Renard 

In the snowy clearing,
everyone is getting ready for Christmas… 

everyone except Fox.
He decides to set off in search of a better feast.

In the middle of the forest, he discovers a strange animal.

A Christmas story that speaks of tolerance and sharing.
With splendid illustrations.

The Christmas
Monster
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It’s the story of a good big nasty wolf, who is woken
from his sleep by his little wolves because they are
hungry. “Alright, alright… I’ll find you something to
eat”. But the wolf is so sweet that he lets go away the
animals he should be eating. All that is left for him to
do is to go to the baker’s and buy buns and croissants!

Co-print opportunity : 

Text: 15/11/2013

Ex-works: 17/01/2014

The Nasty Nice
Wolf

Co-print opportunity : 

Text: 15/11/2013

Ex-works: 17/01/2014

The World 
of Mister

ItsallGray

Illustrated by Michaël Derullieux
Text by Julie Bind

Illustrated by Laurent Simon
Text by Sandra Piquee

In the world of Itsallgray, everything is gray.
Gray can be beautiful, but it is a bit gloomy.
Fortunately, Itsallgray has a secret. He has a
color box hidden away in his attic…



Little Step, the field mouse, has a leaf collection. He jumps, climbs,
runs to catch the beautiful golden leaves when suddenly… he falls.
That’s how he discovers that he has lots of friends.A collection is nice
but having a lot of friends with whom to share it, that’s even better!

Ashton is thrilled to go visit his friend Annabelle…
who has a new baby sister. Ashton is completely
enchanted with the adorable baby and Annabelle is
furious.This new little sister has not only stolen away
her mother and her toys,she has also taken away her
best friend!

Illustrated by Estelle Meens
Text by Catherine Metzmeyer

Co-print opportunity : 

Text: 14/06/2013

Ex-works: 31/08/2013

By Sylvie Auzary-Luton

Co-print opportunity : 

Text: 15/11/2013

Ex-works: 17/01/2014Little Step’s
Collection

Annabelle’s
Little Sister



by Quentin Gréban

Co-print opportunity : 

Text: 14/06/2013

Ex-works: 31/08/2013

Curious to discover the world as well as
desiring to make some money, the young
Sindbad embarks on a vessel .He will travel
over all the seas and live marvellous adven-
tures! Hideous cannibals, frightening
cyclops, gigantic snakes, fantastic birds…
The adventures of Sindbad are spellbinding!

Princess Small-Noises is a lovely
princess, but no prince wants to
marry her because she makes
strange little noises: gurgling stom-
ach, hiccups, sneezing... And yet,
there must be somewhere a hand-
some prince who will love her! 

One morning Rainbow loses a tooth.
The little rabbit is really upset. He
needs his tooth to crunch his carrots.
His whole garden is full of carrots.
Fortunately, his friend the Mole has
heard about someone who can fix
teeth.

Sindbad 
the         Sailor

Rainbow

Second printrun: 

Text: 14/06/2013

Ex-works: 31/08/2013

Illustrated by Marjolein Pottie
Text by Gudule

Second printrun: 

Text: 14/06/2013

Ex-works: 31/08/2013

Illustrated by Ronald Molitor
Text by Isabel Carralo

Princess Small-Noises


